Comprehensive Study of Radio over Fiber with different Modulation Techniques – A Review
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ABSTRACT
With the increase in the technology of networks and the internet, the need of the users also increases. The requirement of high bandwidth, high data transmission rate etc increases. To fulfill this need the concept of fiber optic was developed. Fiber optic communication is optical communication which is the combination of two communication methodologies and can be used for both wired and wireless communication systems. This form of communication is used by the users from many years but still it requires some advancements and developments to make it more refine. The conventional systems designed for RoF technology comprises of various drawbacks such as limited number of users, unwanted frequencies in the signals and quality of the system. This paper provides a brief to the concept of fiber communication and various modulation schemes along with this the developments that had been done in this work are also define in related work section.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fiber Optical communication uses the fiber optical cables as the medium of transmission and transfers the data in the form of light. It is widely used to facilitate the users to access the 3G and Wi-Fi networks simultaneously from the equal antennas [1]. The figure1 (below) depicts the process of optical communication system.

In RoF structures, Wi-Fi alerts are transmitted in optical shape among vital nodes and a hard and fast of (BS) base stations earlier than being emitted through air [7]. Every base station is modified to communicate to the mobile user’s station which is located inside the different base stations [8]. The benefit is that the devices used for Wi-Fi, 3G and other protocols can be centralized devices which are fixed to a single centralized location with far off antennas which are connected by fiber optic cables [9]. Significantly, it lessens the devices and maintenance value of the communication system [10]. The figure2 depicts the concept of radio over fiber communication system.

The classification of the radio over fiber communication system is done in two sub parts on the basis of frequency limit of the carrier signals which is transmitted over the channel. This categorization is named as follows [11]:

1. RF-over-Fiber
2. IF-Over-Fiber

a) In RF-over-fiber structure, a carrier signal which imposes the high frequency value is loaded over the light wave signal. On the base station the carrier signals are received at excessive frequency and then the converted to the electric format from optical format and then the signals are emitted by using the antennas [12-17]. This leads to the elimination to the requirement of the frequency up-down conversion at different base stations. Therefore ensuing in easy and substitutable implementation is activated at the bottom stations.

b) In IF-over-fiber structure, an IF (intermediate frequency) radio signal with a lower frequency is used for modulating earlier than being transported over the optical link. Consequently [18], before radiation through the air, the signal should be up-converted to RF at the base station.

Fig 1 Optical Communication System [1]

Fig 2 concept of radio over fiber system [10]
2. ARCHITECTURE OF RoF
In mobile and 4G networks, the concept of micro and pico cells is the pioneering approach [20]. The idea behind opting this concept by the 4G network is to enhance the capacity of the system along with the better hotspot. Let us consider a RoF system with average range cell exposure at millimeter band. Because of high valued frequency and vital surrounded absorption, one can shift to pico and micro cells enclosed or all fresco situation respectively [21].

The Radio over Fiber is a system which consists of various modules such as central office i.e. CO, a PON network, a mobile transceiver and a base station as shown in figure 3 below [22]:

![Figure 3 Architecture of RoF](image)

3. MODULATION
Modulation is process in which causes the fluctuation in the carrier signals with a modulated signal which comprises of information which is going to be transmitted. Modulation can be applied by using the modulator and the it is classified in the following forms [24].

- Amplitude Shift Keying i.e. ASK
- Frequency Shift Keying i.e. FSK
- Phase Shift Keying i.e. PSK
- Binary PSK i.e. BPSK
- QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying)
- DPSK (Differential PSK)
- QAM (Quadrature amplitude modulation)

3.1 ASK: Amplitude Shift Key is the modulation in which the amplitude of the carrier signals varies but the frequency and the phase remains constant. The strength or amplitude lies between 0 and 1 [25]. But the value of the amplitude did not vary constantly.

3.2 FSK: Frequency Shift Key is a modulation which causes the variation in the frequency of the signals. The value ranges between binary 0 and 1. In this the value of the amplitude and phase remains constant or unchanged during the bit interval[26].

3.3 PSK: In Phase Shift Key modulation the frequency and the amplitude of the carrier signals remain unchanged. The phase of the signals keeps varying over the bit stream[27-28].

3.4 DPSK: Differential Phase Shift Key which expresses the data by altering the phase of carrier signals.

3.5 BPSK: Binary PSK is another form of PSK in which there are two phases corresponding to a [29] carrier signals and these phases are located at the distance of 180°. It is also referred as 2-PSK. The equation used for this is as follows:

\[ S_n(t) = \frac{2E_b}{T_b} \cos(2\pi f_c t + \pi (1-n)), n = 0, 1 \] (1)

3.6 QPSK: The full form of the QPSK is Quadrature PSK. According to the constellation diagram it has 4 points. Its capability is measured to encode the two bits per symbol [30]. The equation used for QPSK modulation is:

\[ \delta_n(t) = \sqrt{\frac{2E_b}{T_b}} \cos \left(2\pi f_c t + (2\pi - 1) \frac{\pi}{4}, n = 1,2,3,4 \right) \] (2)

3.7 QAM: Quadrature Amplitude modulations there are two carrier signals which shares same frequency but with dissimilar value of the phase by 90°. The first carrier signal is known as I signal and the second is referred as Q signal[31-37]. These signals are represented by sine and cosine waves.

4. RELATED WORK
Vishal Upadhyaya, (2014) [1], After seeing such a drastic increase in the users of optical fiber communication this work presents a Radio over Fiber communication technique and the analysis was performs over various quality factors that can effect it. The comparison was performed on the basis of various modulation techniques such as QPSK, PAM, PSK, DPSK etc.

A.M. Zin, (2010) [2], mobile and wireless networks are in trend now days. The requirement of wireless network is increased in order to overcome the various points such as to reduce the cell size so that large number of users can accommodated to it, to implement the microwave/millimeter waves so that the congestion in lower frequency bands can be removed. In order to create a reliable and efficient network the consisted bases station should be cost effective.
Cost effective base stations that incurred less cost to buy and install them developed to achieve success in the market. So the optical fiber is used for removing theses discrepancies because it has various properties such as it facilitates the users with wider bandwidth, high rate of data transmission, loss less medium of data transmission, Optical fiber communication medium has various features such as very high bandwidth, light weight, higher flexibility and cheaper to buy makes it more suitable for RoF. This lightens the various milestones in this technology.

**Jincy john, (2012) [6]**, Fiber Optical communication has various plus points such as it supports data transmission in optic waves along with wider bandwidth. The WiFi with fiber optic cable provide real time multimedia facility to the users. The proposed work is simulated using Optisystem 10 and RF wireless systems pooled with optical fiber link model. The results of proposed work are shown in the form of parameters such as BER and Q-factor. The simulation is performed in MATLAB.

**Pooja (2015) [11]**, Author described that the RoF is technology which is incorporation of wireless and fiber optic networks. It is the most prominent technology preferably employed to access the broadband. In this paper the focus was to describe the advantages and disadvantages. The different mechanisms that are used to transmit the radio carrier signals by using fiber were also highlighted in this study.

**Naresh Kumar (2012) [12]**, as given in this paper the radio over fiber can be defined as technology which can be used to monitor the traffic over the wireless communication system. It is a collection of two technologies i.e. fiber optics and wireless networking. Since it comprises of fiber optic technology, it transfers the data in the form of light. This study enlightens the techniques, applications, benefits and disadvantages of the radio over fiber communication system.

**Table1 Literature Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Author’s Names</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A.M. Zin, (2010) [2]</td>
<td>An overview of radio-over-fiber Networks Technology</td>
<td>The aim behind conducting this study was to analyze various milestones in the field of fiber optic communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pooja (2015) [11]</td>
<td>Advantages and Limitation of Radio over Fiber System</td>
<td>This was a review study that represents various advantages and disadvantages of radio over fiber communication system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Naresh Kumar (2012) [12]</td>
<td>A Review Paper On Radio Over Fiber Technology</td>
<td>This study was a overview to the applications, drawbacks, benefits and techniques that are used in radio over fiber communication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above gives an overview to the related work that had been conducted in this field in order to perform various analytical studies.

**5. CONCLUSION**

With growing ages, the means of communication are also enhanced. Initially the communication was performed by using wired communication media but it was not possible to do communication over a large distance. Therefore the concept to wireless communication comes to existence and from wireless communication the technology gives birth to the optical communication which uses fiber optic mediums for communication. The increasing trend of optical communication leads to the various flaws in it.

This study comprises introduction to the RoF communication system. The various modulation techniques such as QAM, DPSK, PSK are also described in this. The milestones in this field are also After studying the related work of this field it is concluded that there is need to do more work on the various quality factors like increase in bandwidth, to enhance the number of users that can participate in the communication simultaneously. Hence further enhancements can be done in order to remove these flaws form the communication system by using trendy mechanisms.
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